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Foreword
The current stresses on the criminal justice system cannot be overestimated. 
The prison population is reaching new heights, cuts are biting across public 
services and reoffending rates have remained stubbornly high for many years.

We need urgent and radical reform.

Government is doomed to failure if it carries on doing the same old thing the 
same old way but with 23% less resource. Failure would, very sadly, result in far more unnecessary future 
victims of crime.

Never has the third sector, with its expertise in innovation and value driven solutions, been needed more.

We want a rehabilitation service that is fit for the 21st Century – that is what this report is all about. We 
strongly support the principles behind the Rehabilitation Revolution. We cannot afford to let progress falter 
on such a bold vision when so much rests on its success. 

What we are trying to achieve is to highlight that government has to be progressive – they have to be brave. 
They have to trust our sector. The third sector has a long and impressive history of working effectively with 
offenders, reaching those on the edges of society and significantly reducing reoffending. 

Together we need to design and build a genuine intelligent inter-sectorial partnership. This means playing to 
each other’s unique strengths and attributes, driven by intelligent commissioning – where addressing clients’ 
barriers is put at the centre of the solution. The third sector will be vital in driving this solution forward and 
our report sketches out some key principles on how best to engage it 

The taskforce met five times over the course of spring and summer 2011 to produce its recommendations. 
I would like to take this opportunity to extend my sincere thanks to all members of the taskforce for their 
time and commitment to the project. Their expertise, insight, and challenge were of huge value and made for 
lively, enjoyable, and highly constructive discussions. I would also like to thank Stephen Bubb at ACEVO for 
the opportunity to chair this taskforce, and the Ministry of Justice officials and ministers who have been most 
supportive and helpful throughout this process.

Rob Owen

Chair, ACEVO Reducing Reoffending Taskforce
Chief Executive, St Giles Trust
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Executive Summary
 i. The criminal justice system is broken. The prison population is at record levels and England 

and Wales has the highest incarceration rate in Western Europe. Two thirds of offenders reoffend 
within two years of release and reoffending costs up to £13bn per year. This is not socially or 
economically sustainable.

 ii. We need a different approach, one based on rehabilitation. We need the government to 
have a clear, unwavering commitment to reduce the prison population and shut prisons.

 iii. The government has promised a ‘Rehabilitation Revolution’. The Ministry of Justice 
Business Plan states: “Our programme of fundamental reform will result in a revolution in 
rehabilitation that will reduce reoffending.” The Secretary of State for Justice, Ken Clark, promised to 
cut prison numbers by 3,000 by 2015. The key policy lever to drive this change is the Rehabilitation 
Revolution. The Rehabilitation Revolution offers a bold vision of a plural, competitive market where 
providers (from all sectors) are paid by results to reduce reoffending. This includes a significantly 
greater role for charities and third sector organisations, with a long, successful but largely marginal 
role in rehabilitating offenders. These principles are greatly encouraging and we have seen some 
progress in delivering this programme.

 iv. However, successive governments have made similar promises yet failed to deliver 
on them and prison numbers are still rising. We see a real danger that:

a. The Ministry of Justice’s ambitions for a Rehabilitation Revolution will be 
overcome by resistance from the ‘lock ‘em up’ school of thought,  buoyed by 
the recent riots, or by vested interests within the system; and/or,

b. Government will implement its policies in such a way as to unintentionally 
exclude charities/social enterprises from playing the vital role they could 
have in the Rehabilitation Revolution (for example through a poorly designed 
payment by results system).

 v. The government therefore needs to reaffirm its commitment to the Rehabilitation 
Revolution, and ensure its plans are designed in such a way as to make that 
revolution deliverable. This report, by a group of third sector leaders with extensive experience 
in offender rehabilitation, sets out how. It urges the government to: 

a. Free up resources now, by redirecting the money used for discharge grants, making 
greater use of community sentences, giving probation officials more discretion and 
evaluating alternative provision for elderly offenders. We estimate these recommendations 
could save Government £40-70 million p.a., which could be injected into the new system 
and used as seed-funding for new ways of rehabilitating offenders.

b. Reform how the system works, creating a new system that delivers more effective 
and joined-up services to prevent recidivism. This includes reviewing the links between 
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secure mental healthcare and the criminal justice system, increasing the employability of 
(and employer demand for) offenders, ensuring offenders are released from prison with a 
basic package to support their transition into the community, mainstreaming the use of peer 
mentors and implementing more effective approaches to ensure offenders comply with the 
terms of their licence.

c. Reform commissioning, to ensure a level playing field between providers (including 
reform of public sector pensions) and to ensure that services are commissioned on value 
rather than price. This includes ensuring a split between commissioner and provider, and 
extending the Right to Challenge to probation services so that voluntary groups can 
challenge poor services where they see them.

d. Ensure payment by results and prime contractor delivery models do not 
disadvantage the third sector in delivering the Rehabilitation Revolution. Learning 
from previous experience of these models, our recommendations include extending DWP’s 
Merlin Standard to the criminal justice system so that large prime providers are judged on 
how they manage their subcontractors, creating an arbitration panel to resolve disputes, 
and creating a £25 million seedcorn fund to pilot innovative ways of reducing reoffending. 
We also recommend that payment by results systems be designed so that they do not 
disincentivise providers from working with the hardest to help offenders, and so that they 
incentivise and reward performance without transferring risk to providers to such a degree 
as to exclude smaller charities or social enterprises. 
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Chapter 1: Setting the scene
1.1. The cost of reoffending to the UK has been estimated as high as £13bn per year.1 The English and 

Welsh incarceration rate stands at the highest in Western Europe2 (153 per 100,000, against an 
average of 98.53). Over two thirds of offenders (and almost three quarters of young offenders) are 
reconvicted within two years of release. These are not hallmarks of a justice system that is working 
effectively for society, offenders or taxpayers. The current system is broken and in serious need of 
reform.

1.2. Nick Herbert’s speech to the 2008 Conservative Party Conference identified reducing reoffending 
as a Conservative priority, “Do you know how many prisoners are reconvicted of a crime within 
two years of their release?  I wonder if any of you have any idea – it’s two thirds of them.  Two 
thirds. Amongst juvenile offenders, it’s actually much worse – it’s 75 per cent of them...That system 
cannot be right, and we have to change it.”4

1.3. The Coalition Government took office promising transformation in the justice system, stating, 
“Our programme of fundamental reform will result in a revolution in rehabilitation that will reduce 
reoffending”.5 The policy priority to meet this pledge is the Rehabilitation Revolution, designed to 
stop the revolving door of offending by working with a diverse market of providers and paying 
them by results to reduce recidivism. 

1.4. Reducing reoffending is given further weight as the Ministry of Justice’s budget faces a 23% cut over 
the spending round, dropping to £7bn in 2014-15. Fewer offenders means the MoJ spends less, 
helping deliver this financial plan as well.

1.5. However, this level of savings will not be realised by a drop in reoffending rate of a few basis points. 
Significant cashable savings are only deliverable through substantial drops in reoffending and prison 
numbers enabling consolidation of the secure estate and closing prisons. More of the same is no 
longer possible – a fundamental rethink of the system is needed for the Rehabilitation Revolution 
to reach its potential. 

1.6. In 2010, Ken Clarke outlined plans to cut prison numbers by 3,000 by 2015. However, prison 
numbers continue to rise – hitting an all time high of 87,749 in November 2011. Furthermore, the 
impact of the August 2011 riots is estimated to increase the number of prisoners by 1,000 over 
the coming year.6 These rising figures illustrate how important it is to give greater focus on reducing 
reoffending and numbers in prison in order to realise these savings. We cannot afford to let this 
revolution lose energy.

1.7. The third sector has a long and proven history of effective working to rehabilitate ex-offenders and 
reduce reoffending. It is critical to unlock the sector’s potential and enable it to play a drastically 

1 National Audit Office, 2010, Managing Offenders on Short Custodial Sentences
2 Defined as Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, 

Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and United Kingdom.
3 Analysis and figures drawn from Walmesley,  R., (2011) World Prison Population List (9th Edition) available at http://www.prisonstudies.

org/images/news_events/wppl9.pdf
4 http://www.conservatives.com/News/Speeches/2008/09/Prison_reform_is_a_great_Conservative_cause.aspx
5 http://www.number10.gov.uk/policy/justice-moj/
6 http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/ea9d6ee0-00bd-11e1-8590-00144feabdc0.html#axzz1cddX3i6s
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increased role if the Rehabilitation Revolution is to be a success. The third sector has had particular 
success in working with the most challenging offenders – those with multiple or acute needs – that 
are the most expensive for society. Using the sector’s experience in pooling funding streams and 
delivering a holistic, personalised service, there is potential to make significant progress and savings 
with these complex - and potentially highly expensive - offenders. 

1.8. There is a strong political recognition of the value of the sector. Parliamentary Under-Secretary of 
State for Justice, Crispin Blunt, has stated, “The value of what is done by charities and the voluntary 
sector in the rehabilitation of offenders cannot possibly be overstated.”7 Increasingly, the sector is 
also able to evidence its significant impact in working with offenders. New Philanthropy Capital 
has performed pioneering work in this area8 demonstrating the value of the sector’s contribution 
in a variety of services to reduce reoffending. Furthermore it is becoming increasingly possible to 
attribute savings directly to organisations. In 2010 Frontier Economics released a landmark impact 
report on St Giles Trust, quantifying the directly attributable savings (between £10 and £32 for each 
£1 invested) and direct reduction in reoffending from their services (40%). 

1.9. Use of the third sector in reducing reoffending is not a new concept. The previous administration 
attempted to drive up the level of third sector service delivery; however the sector still delivers less 
than five per cent of probation services.9 This revolution will not occur just by wishing it – practical 
and positive steps need to be taken to ensure it happens. But the rewards for success are significant 
both socially and economically. Just reducing the incarceration rate to the Western European 
average could save over £1bn/year. 

1.10. The principles and rhetoric behind the Rehabilitation Revolution are greatly welcomed and signal a 
desire for a new approach to tackle reoffending. A focus on rewarding outcomes, a diverse provider 
base and a more localised and holistic approach to delivery should all facilitate greater third sector 
engagement in the market. Furthermore, developments across the statutory sector (such as 
Integrated Offender Management and Intensive Alternatives to Custody) play to the strengths and 
experience of the sector.

1.11. However, as the landscape currently stands, the Government is in danger of not achieving a 
Rehabilitation Revolution. It must be bolder in making savings (e.g. shutting prisons) to invest in the 
new system. It must take on the vested interests of the failed status quo and implement practical 
steps to unleash the potential of a new ecosystem of third, public, and private sector providers. 
This brief report sets out to tackle some of the ways in which this revolution could be achieved 
through the third sector. It is explicitly not looking for preferential or special treatment of the 
sector – the taskforce is in full agreement that the most appropriate and effective services should 
be commissioned, irrespective of sector. However, these services need to be commissioned on 
value, not on price. To do so successfully requires a level playing field to ensure all sectors can 
compete equally in the marketplace and that their different strengths can be brought to bear on 
the entrenched and complex problem of reoffending. The Government cannot afford not to take 
this opportunity; we are ready to help them make it happen.

7 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm201011/cmhansrd/cm110517/debtext/110517-0001.htm
8 Notably Breaking the Cycle (2009) and Inside and out: People in prison and life after release (2005)
9 Report of the Third Sector Reducing Reoffending Advisory Group (available at http://www.justice.gov.uk/publications/docs/third-

sector-progress.pdf)
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Chapter 2: Saving money and freeing up 
capacity in the system

2.1. A basic premise in this report is there is no significant quantity of additional money able to be 
invested in the new system to set it in motion. To make the Rehabilitation Revolution a reality, it is 
therefore necessary to free up existing resources within the system to invest in new services.  This 
should result in a virtuous cycle whereby reallocating resources towards more effective services 
results in reduced reoffending, allowing further resources  to be freed up. Ultimately this could 
reach significant scale, reducing reoffending and the cost to society as well as delivering cashable 
savings to MoJ and the taxpayer. However, this level of saving can only be realised if the prison 
population is reduced sufficiently to enable the closure of prisons. To set this system in motion, we 
need to find savings now; this chapter examines some effective ways of achieving this. 

2.1. Recommendations in this chapter :

2.1.1. We recommend working towards removing the need for discharge grants, 
saving £4m/year. Instead earnings accrued under the Make Prison Work agenda 
should be made available immediately upon release. 

2.1.2. MoJ and providers must work to encourage courts and the public to recognise 
community sentences as credible, valid and appropriate punishments. MoJ 
should work with the Magistrates’ Association to scope a plan for magistrates 
to develop their understanding of community sentences. This should include 
a programme for magistrates to visit offenders undertaking community 
sentences in order to be better informed as to what the programmes entail.

2.1.3. We recommend that probation professionals are given more flexibility to use 
their professional experience in determining breach action appropriate to the 
breach’s level of risk. 

2.1.4. It is not cost efficient for older offenders, particularly those aged 70 and over, 
to be held within mainstream prisons. We recommend that MoJ evaluate 
alternative provision more suitable for elderly prisoners.

2.2. Discharge grants are currently given to some categories of prisoners over 18 years old on release. 
These are small amounts (on average £46)  designed to cover the gap between release and first 
receipt of benefit payment. These payments cost the Exchequer £4m/yr,10 but have been found 
to be relatively ineffective – they are often processed no sooner than conventional benefits and 
only cover spending for a couple of days.11 Instead we propose that some of the earnings accrued 
within prison should be used to bridge this finance gap. This might most effectively take the form 
of a lump sum up front followed by a stepped annuity to run the pot down. This would encourage 
increased responsibility on the part of the offender and help develop greater independence. Not 
only is this a more accountable and effective use of public finances, it also promotes financial 

10 Ibid.
11 http://research.dwp.gov.uk/asd/asd5/rports2009-2010/rrep715.pdf
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responsibility and self-worth on behalf of the offender.

2.3. We recommend working towards removing the need for discharge grants, saving 
£4m/year. Instead earnings accrued under the Make Prison Work agenda should be 
made available immediately upon release. 

2.4. A solid evidence base now exists in support of community sentences being highly cost effective 
solutions in reducing reoffending.12 As the MoJ 2011 Compendium of Reoffending Statistics and 
Analysis states: “Custodial sentences of less than twelve months were less effective at reducing 
re-offending than both community orders and suspended sentence orders – between 5 and 9 
percentage points in 2008.”13 

2.5. These sentences, however, are still not popular with or trusted by the general public. There is a 
common perception that community sentences do not punish offenders effectively or that they 
potentially place the public at risk.14 There is also great variability in magistrates’ knowledge of and 
confidence in community sentences.15 Magistrates must be fully educated in what community 
sentences entail to be confident in their issuance. It is necessary that the Ministry of Justice is able 
to overcome such perceptions to ensure the full menu, and therefore most appropriate, sentencing 
options are available.

2.6. MoJ and providers must work to encourage courts and the public to recognise 
community sentences as credible, valid and appropriate punishments. MoJ should 
work with the Magistrates’ Association to scope a plan for magistrates to develop 
their understanding of community sentences. This should include a programme 
for magistrates to visit offenders undertaking community sentences in order to be 
better informed as to what the sentences entail.

2.7. Probation professionals are the current key agents in ensuring offenders do not reoffend. 
However they have little discretion, particularly in managing breach actions where offenders miss 
appointments. It is necessary to maintain serious sanctions for those offenders that deliberately skip 
meetings, but it is vital that probation professionals are able to use their emotional intelligence in 
determining the risk posed to the public by offenders who miss these meetings.  The reduced 2011 
National Standards and Offender Engagement Pilots are a promising step, but still do not allow 
enough professional discretion.

2.8. Instances occur whereby offenders are unable to attend meetings due to legitimate reasons that 
should not merit breach action - for example, an offender with a mental health issue that misses a 
meeting due to a recurrence of their condition. With 16% of the prison population reincarcerated 
due to punitive breach action,16 there is a need to reduce this churn where possible. Substantial 
cashable savings are available if this is achieved. If this figure could be reduced by 1 - 2% - and 
this population kept out of prison - savings of £30m - 60m could be realised.17 Ultimately 
commissioners should examine more effective ways of managing compliance by involving providers 

12 See, for example, http://www.ippr.org/publications/55/7786/redesigning-justice-reducing-crime-through-justice-reinvestment or http://
communityorcustody.com/National%20Enquiry%20-%20Final%20Report.pdf 

13 http://www.justice.gov.uk/downloads/publications/statistics-and-data/mojstats/2011-compendium-reoffending-stats-analysis.pdf; p4
14 See, for example, Policy Exchange, 2010, Fitting the Crime
15 Make Justice Work, 2011, Community or Custody?
16 MoJ, 2009, Story of the Prison Population 1995 - 2009
17 £38,000 [cost of a prison place]  * (90,000 * 0.02) [2% reduction in prison population]
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from other sectors. This could deliver a much reduced churn level and far greater savings through 
service innovation. This is explored further in Chapter 3.

2.9. We recommend that probation professionals are given more flexibility to use their 
professional experience in determining breach action appropriate to the breach’s 
level of risk. 

2.10. It is inefficient and expensive to retain elderly prisoners within the secure estate. In doing so, prison 
officers are called upon to take on the function of carers in institutions ill equipped to deal with 
such requirements. Older prisoners have significantly different requirements from the mainstream 
population and in many cases merit a lower form of security as, being less mobile, pose less of a 
risk. In 2007, out of a total prison population of roughly 80,000,18 2,221 prisoners were aged over 
60 in England & Wales, including 405 over 70.19 Prisoners over 60 are the fastest growing age group 
in prison,20 so it is critical to tackle this issue. These offenders should be moved to specialist facilities 
for elderly offenders with staff trained specifically to deal with this demographic. If, due to the lower 
security requirements, a cost reduction of 5-10% per prisoner over 60 could be achieved, this 
would save between £4-8m annually.21 

2.11. It is not cost efficient for older offenders, particularly those aged 70 and over, to 
be held within mainstream prisons. We recommend that MoJ evaluate alternative 
provision more suitable for elderly prisoners.

18 MoJ, Population in Custody Figures
19 CIVITAS Institute for the Study of Civil Society 2010, FACTSHEET- Prisons in England and Wales (available at http://www.civitas.org.uk/

crime/factsheet-Prisons.pdf) 
20 http://www.prisonreformtrust.org.uk/uploads/documents/Doing%20Time.pdf
21 Assuming average cost of prison place being £38,000 
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Chapter 3: System changes
3.1. Success in implementing the Rehabilitation Revolution requires a significant reduction in recidivism. 

To do so, there is a need to re-examine how services engage with and are delivered to offenders 
in order to prevent them reoffending. The third sector has significant experience and success in 
reducing reoffending, particularly through more personalised services designed around offenders. 
This chapter develops some of the key elements of this learning to outline how services models 
can be refocused to provide a more holistic package of support and reduce reoffending. 

3.2. Recommendations in this chapter :

3.2.1. We recommend the Department of Health and Ministry of Justice should 
review how to refocus the prison healthcare environment towards preventative 
services to encourage independence, value for money and help reduce 
reoffending. This should include a greater involvement of external providers, 
more widespread adoption of personal budget style schemes, especially for 
prisoners with long term conditions, and include appropriate links with Health 
and Wellbeing boards.

3.2.2. We recommend that the Department of Health, in partnership with Ministry 
of Justice review the provision of secure care and its links to the criminal 
justice sector.  The review should start with an aim that no individuals with a 
serious mental illness should be detained in prison and look at how the care 
pathway can be incentivised to promote a recovery focus with the dual aims 
of facilitating the successful reintegration of individuals into the community 
and reducing reoffending.   The review should be carried out alongside the 
introduction, announced by Ministers in March 2011, of plans to roll out by 2014 
a national system of diversion schemes for people with mental illness in the 
criminal justice system. 

3.2.3. We recommend MoJ work with BIS to refocus prison education and training 
towards employability with a stronger link to prison industry. It is critical that 
modules are completed on release or are transferable to an outside provider. 
Funding should be decentralised to individual prisons to meet individual needs 
and establish most appropriate links to local employers. We also recommend 
MoJ works with DWP to ensure offenders are immediately eligible for entry 
onto the Work Programme on release and attract an additional premium.

3.2.4. We recommend that all offenders should not be released from prison without 
a basic support package to help them adjust to outside life and encourage 
desistance. This should include a bank account, applicable benefits set up, 
appropriate accommodation provision, recognised form of ID and registered 
with a GP. This should include offenders on sentences shorter than 12 months. 
Failure to provide this package should be penalised.
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3.2.5. We recommend MoJ work with providers and prison governors to mainstream 
the use of employed, credible, peer mentors, both pre-release and for an 
appropriate length of time after release. They must be appropriately trained to 
navigate and interpret a complex statutory system as well as engage effectively 
with the offender.

3.2.6. We recommend that the Ministry of Justice issue clear and positive guidance 
to encourage a more effective and efficient process of information sharing 
between institutions.

3.2.7. We recommend that: 

- The structure of meetings for those on post custody licences should be re-
configured to provide better, more personalised and more productive support. 
This should include combining them with a practical outcome to support 
compliance. 

- Greater rights should come with greater responsibility 

- Those offenders persistently recalled should merit a specialised approach within 
prison to encourage compliance upon release.

3.2.8. We recommend commissioners work with employers to encourage them to 
take on ex offenders and build on current successes (e.g.  Timpson). There is a 
significant brokerage role for organisations such as Business in the Community 
or for large employers to form responsibility deals with government. MoJ 
in conjunction with DWP should critically examine the benefits of funding 
an intermediate labour markets programme to help move offenders into 
sustainable employment.

3.3. Delivering effective healthcare in prisons has always been challenging due to the complex 
population and the structured nature of the institution. As a result, prison healthcare has historically 
focussed on delivering acute provision. This leads to relatively expensive and less effective services, 
particularly for offenders with cyclical or long term conditions who would be better aided by 
services helping them manage their condition. Prison healthcare officers should look to develop 
a stronger culture of prevention and work closer with external providers to establish a more 
effective and efficient system within (and on transition from) prison where offenders can take 
greater responsibility for their own healthcare, particularly for those with long term conditions. The 
use of personal budgets for long term conditions inside prison should be increased to encourage 
an approach to healthcare that can meet individual need more effectively. This might most 
appropriately be discharged through a voucher system or a professional budget holder to establish 
suitable controls over spending.

3.4. Increased personalisation of healthcare would also foster a culture of responsibility rather than 
dependency and help connect offenders with the healthcare system. Prison and probation trusts 
should also ensure a strong connection with their local Health and Wellbeing Boards in order to 
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make sure that appropriate provision is available and that any phases of transition (both between 
institutions and on release) are managed appropriately to meet the needs of offenders. This should 
include transferable personal budgets between prisons and a standardised mechanism to ensure 
continuity of provision on release.

3.5. We recommend the Department of Health and Ministry of Justice should review 
how to refocus the prison healthcare environment towards preventative services to 
encourage independence, value for money and help reduce reoffending. This should 
include a greater involvement of external providers, more widespread adoption of 
personal budget style schemes, especially for prisoners with long term conditions, 
and include appropriate links with Health and Wellbeing boards.

3.6. Despite attempts to facilitate transfers to appropriate hospital or community based services there 
are still too many individuals with serious mental illnesses in prison.  There is a lack of recent data 
but widely accepted estimates suggest that around 10% of the present population have a psychotic 
condition or other serious mental illness.  As well as the moral argument that prison is not an 
appropriate setting for someone suffering from a serious mental illness it is likely to contribute to 
continuing high rates of reoffending.

3.7. Across England there are 7 - 8,000 secure mental health beds and this has been growing in 
recent years.  Ideally no prisoners with serious mental illness should be in prison but the capacity 
of the secure mental health to accommodate the appropriate transfers is hindered by a lack of 
throughput through the system.  While some individuals, who present a serious risk to themselves 
or others, may need to be detained for a significant period of time, many others with the right 
support and therapeutic interventions can be helped to return safely to the community. 

3.8. A number of factors impede the effective use of these expensive resources.  These include a lack of 
clarity about the eligibility criteria for different levels of care; the lack of appropriate resources and 
incentives to help secure patients return to the community when ready do to do so.  

3.9. We recommend that the Department of Health, in partnership with Ministry of 
Justice review the provision of secure care and its links to the criminal justice sector.  
The review should start with an aim that no individuals with a serious mental illness 
should be detained in prison and look at how the care pathway can be incentivised 
to promote a recovery focus with the dual aims of facilitating the successful 
reintegration of individuals into the community and reducing reoffending.   The 
review should be carried out alongside the introduction, announced by Ministers in 
March 2011, of plans to roll out by 2014 a national system of diversion schemes for 
people with mental illness in the criminal justice system. 

3.10. Prison education and training are two areas with significant potential for reform to release resource 
towards more effective use. Currently much of the skills provision inside prison is repetitious, left 
incomplete on release, not transferable into the jobs market or simply not applicable for many 
offenders’ needs.22 We agree with the findings of the Make Prison Work review recommending 
a much stronger link between training, education, workplace skills and employer demand to help 

22 http://www.nao.org.uk/publications/0708/meeting_needs_the_offenders.aspx
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offenders find employment post-release. 

3.11. To do so most effectively, and in keeping with the localism agenda, funding for prison education 
should be devolved from OLASS clusters to individual prisons. This would enable prison governors 
to address their differing local needs more appropriately. Individual prisons would also have much 
stronger control over how their training programme implements the Working Prisons agenda and 
how they engage local stakeholders such as employers and external training providers. Further 
devolution should encourage the development of more flexible models enabling offenders to 
continue or transfer modules/courses started within prison on transfer or release.  However, if 
modules are to be transferrable and credible it is necessary to maintain a level of standardisation 
across the board in the menu on offer. As such, all modules should be accredited and linked to the 
National Qualifications Framework.

3.12. Furthermore, all offenders should be immediately eligible for a place on the Work Programme 
on release in order to receive the necessary specialist support in finding employment. The 
announcement made by the Deputy Prime Minister on 16th August23 that this will occur from 
March 2012 is encouraging. However, as all Work Programme contracts are currently live, this date 
should be brought forward. Offenders should also attract a higher success premium due to the 
more intensive work generally necessary to place them into sustainable employment.

3.13. We recommend MoJ work with BIS to refocus prison education and training 
towards employability with a stronger link to prison industry. It is critical that 
modules are completed on release or are transferable to an outside provider. 
Funding should be decentralised to individual prisons to meet individual needs and 
establish most appropriate links to local employers. We also recommend MoJ works 
with DWP to ensure offenders are immediately eligible for entry onto the Work 
Programme on release and attract an additional premium.

3.14. It is widely recognised the short period post release is the critical timeframe in order to reduce 
reoffending. Recent MoJ statistics24 indicate this period to last for approximately three months, after 
which if offenders have not already reoffended, they are considerably less likely to do so. As a result, 
it is particularly important for offenders to be supported through this period in order to maximise 
the chances of desistance.

3.15. The lack of practical support that, particularly short-term, prisoners receive on release is a key 
reason for reoffending. In adjusting to life outside of prison, it is critical that a basic framework of 
support is provided to normalise this transition and prevent offenders from recidivism. Many of 
the simplest items that are considered a basic right by the public – e.g. a legally recognised form of 
ID - are out of reach to those just released from prison. Ex-offenders need assistance in engaging 
with these networks, particularly with practical support from statutory agencies in gaining legal 
documentation, to achieve progress in reducing reoffending over the first three months of release. 
This support should be focussed around the seven pathways of reducing reoffending and combined 
with the discharge grant replacement as outlined in Chapter 2.

23 http://www.dpm.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/news/speech-community-payback
24 2011 Compendium available at http://www.justice.gov.uk/publications/statistics-and-data/reoffending/compendium-of-reoffending-

statistics-and-analysis.htm
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3.16. We recommend that all offenders should not be released from prison without a 
basic support package to help them adjust to outside life and encourage desistance. 
This should include a bank account, applicable benefits set up, appropriate 
accommodation provision, recognised form of ID and registered with a GP. This 
should include offenders on sentences shorter than 12 months. Failure to provide 
this package should be penalised.

3.17. There is a significant and growing body of evidence indicating the efficacy of mentors in reducing 
reoffending.25 The guidance and support that a mentor can provide both inside prison as well as 
on and after release, particularly in integrating back into life in the community, is considerable. 
A mentor’s impact and credibility is particularly powerful if they have gone through similar 
experiences as the offender (i.e. are peer mentors). If peer mentors are to have the greatest 
impact, however, it is critical that they are fully invested in to ensure they have a complete skills set 
to work successfully with the offender as well as navigate across complex statutory systems – e.g. 
health, welfare, education. Mentors should therefore be employed by providers (not volunteers) 
with a comprehensive programme of accredited professional development to make sure they have 
an appropriate suite of skills to draw upon in any situation that may arise. 

3.18. We recommend MoJ work with providers and prison governors to mainstream the 
use of employed, credible, peer mentors, both pre-release and for an appropriate 
length of time after release. They must be appropriately trained to navigate and 
interpret a complex statutory system as well as engage effectively with the offender.

3.19. Providers of reducing reoffending services frequently encounter problems with gaining access 
to information about offenders’ histories or personal circumstances. This leads to delays, 
inefficiencies, repetitious processes for offenders or potential misinformation being used. Serious 
policy inconsistencies have also been encountered across institutions which create further 
delays in working with offenders. A common example is the different views of whether Housing 
Assessments can or cannot be removed from prison; some allow it whilst others do not, citing data 
protection issues. Information must be better shared across the statutory sector and with external 
providers to ensure that the journey for offenders is as seamless, swift and engaging as possible 
to reduce reoffending. Furthermore, it is the anecdotal experience of this taskforce that offenders 
actively want their data shared more widely to reduce the repetitious nature of engaging with many 
agencies as well as reducing the power silos that can develop.

3.20. We recommend that the Ministry of Justice issue clear and positive guidance to 
encourage a more effective and efficient process of information sharing between 
institutions.

3.21. Compliance with the statutory terms of any post release licence is a vital part of reducing 
reoffending. However, probation meetings have frequently become process based and are not seen 
as relevant or  meaningful by the ex-offender. This reduces the likelihood that  offenders will comply 
and there are signs that breaches and  licence recalls are increasing (over 4,000 between April – 
June 2011 alone).26 

25 See, for example, http://www.mandbf.org/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/Research-summary-10-reducing-offending.pdf
26 Offender management statistics quarterly bulletin, available at http://www.justice.gov.uk/publications/statistics-and-data/prisons-and-

probation/oms-quarterly.htm
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3.22. Drawing on the voluntary sector’s track record of engaging and motivating offenders and other 
groups, greater efforts should be made to reconfigure the delivery of post custody licences with 
a view to reducing attrition.  This should include tailored approaches, particularly for women, 
offenders with mental health problems and those from black and minority ethnic groups.  This 
should also take account of a range of hygiene factors including: where the meetings take place, 
matching interventions to the offender’s risks and needs, and using credible mentors and role 
models in the supervision process. Ensuring that meetings have productive outcomes (e.g. twinning 
them with a training course or another level of support) in a similar way to Intensive Alternatives to 
Custody will both encourage compliance as well as providing additional skills to support  offenders.

3.23. However, this is not a ‘soft touch’ approach, nor should it be interpreted as such. For those 
offenders who are assessed as presenting an immediate risk to themselves or others or cannot 
be persuaded to comply with the licence conditions, there remains the recourse to returning the 
offender to court for breach of the licence or expediting recall procedures.

3.24. We recommend that: 

- The structure of meetings for those on post custody licences should be re-
configured to provide better, more personalised and more productive support. 
This should include combining them with a practical outcome to support 
compliance. 

- Greater rights  should come with greater responsibility 

- Those offenders persistently recalled should merit a specialised approach within 
prison to encourage compliance upon release.

3.25. A vital step to increase the rehabilitative potential of ex-offenders is to help normalise their status 
with employers. This enables more to enter working status, gain self confidence, self value and 
become more independent. Currently there are very few employers who actively engage with 
offenders upon release. Specialist organisations, such as Blue Sky, work solely with offenders in an 
intermediary labour market context, but it is vital that a more mainstream approach is taken if this 
is to be scaled up. There are organisations out there (e.g. Timpson) that currently actively recruit 
a cohort of ex offenders, but this does not currently provide sufficient capacity to drive change. 
The government should look at where there is capacity in some of the larger employers to scale 
such initiatives up using, for example, responsibility deals. These are voluntary and non-regulatory 
agreements between government and private enterprise to promote a form of corporate 
responsibility. These have been used to drive changes in organisations’ behaviour in other areas of 
public policy (e.g. in public health). Government should look to build on their initial introduction and 
extend them into new spheres.

3.26. There can be significant cultural barriers to working with ex-offenders, so it is critical that an 
intermediary or mentor organisation can guide those newer to this process (both ex-offender and 
employer) through the process to smooth the ride. This might best take the form of funding an 
intermediate labour market programme to normalise the transition. Such programmes have been 
found to be successful and cost-effective for harder to reach groups to move into work and would 
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form a logical bridge for ex-offenders between the Work Programme and sustainable employment

3.27. We recommend commissioners work with employers to encourage them to take on ex 
offenders and build on current successes (e.g.  Timpson). There is a significant brokerage role for 
organisations such as Business in the Community or for large employers to form responsibility 
deals with government. MoJ in conjunction with DWP should critically examine the benefits of 
funding an intermediate labour markets programme to help move offenders into sustainable 
employment.
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Chapter 4: Intelligence led commissioning 
of new services

4.1. To make the Rehabilitation Revolution a reality there is a significant need to reform the 
commissioning process. Services need to be commissioned on value, not on price, and sectorial 
barriers to service delivery must be overcome if reoffending is to be reduced. The third sector has 
huge potential to address entrenched reoffending issues, but is often unable to enter the market. 
We must unlock this potential if we are to realise the Rehabilitation Revolution. Without a level 
playing field, better commissioning and addressing vested interests within the system, the Revolution 
will not get off of the ground. This chapter covers some of the key issues that need to be addressed 
if the Rehabilitation Revolution is to be a success.

4.2. Recommendations in this chapter : 

4.2.1. We recommend the Ministry of Justice ensures that commissioning of reducing 
reoffending services is done by an independent body or bodies - not a potential 
provider – to manage any conflicts of interest.

4.2.2. We recommend the Right to Challenge should be extended to cover probation 
and reducing reoffending services. The National Offender Management 
Service (NOMS) should also critically evaluate the services which might most 
effectively be recommissioned to deliver better outcomes and value for money.

4.2.3. All providers of reducing reoffending services (public, private or third sector) 
must be able to demonstrate the outcome value of the services they deliver.  
Providers that are unwilling to demonstrate value should not expect to enter 
the market. It will be critical that capacity building support is given to smaller 
organisations to enable them to do so effectively. Providers should also be given 
access to reoffending data more readily to demonstrate their impact. 

4.2.4. Procurement needs significant reform as the cost for providers is still too high 
in terms of both time and money. NOMS will not be able to adopt a ‘one-size 
fits all’ approach, but we recommend NOMS should examine the merits of 
procuring contracts using a framework approach.

4.2.5. We recommend that commissioning reform is intelligence led to design 
the most appropriate services and ensure that they target the offenders 
they are intended for. Providers must be involved at an earlier stage in the 
commissioning cycle to help design effective services. Pilots which provide 
demonstrably better value for money than existing services should be scaled up 
appropriately. 
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4.2.6. We recommend that:

- Government reform ‘Fair Deal’ guidance on treatment of public sector pensions 
when services are outsourced from the public sector to voluntary or private 
providers, so that staff delivering public services continue to get decent pensions 
but without public sector pensions regulations constituting such a significant 
barrier to service reform. 

- Government extends Section 33 of the VAT Act further, providing for 
irrecoverable VAT to be rebated for any not-for-profit organisation delivering 
reducing reoffending services paid for by the state.

4.3. There is significant scope for increasing innovation, efficacy and efficiency within reducing 
reoffending services. Commissioners have been increasingly disempowered and bound by process 
driven targets. This leads to a systematic culture of stasis in service development and a lack of 
willingness to try alternative forms of provision. This is frequently reinforced by conflict of interests 
whereby commissioners and providers are one and the same body (e.g. probation trusts). This is 
not fit for purpose as it can impede the creation of a more diverse market and greater innovation 
in service delivery. It is critical to manage such conflicts of interest by ensuring a split between 
commissioner and provider. This is most effectively achieved by ensuring commissioning goes 
through an independent body or bodies (e.g. Police and Crime Commissioners or centrally through 
NOMS) rather than potential providers. 

4.4. We recommend the Ministry of Justice ensures that commissioning of reducing 
reoffending services is done by an independent body or bodies - not a potential 
provider – to manage any conflicts of interest.

4.5. Reoffending rates have remained stubbornly high for many years. Across the majority of the justice 
and probation system, we still see the same people delivering the same types of services as they 
have done for many years. We need a step change to drive innovation and increased service 
efficacy. It would be optimistic to believe those people who have delivered the same services 
within the statutory sector for some considerable time would be able to lead such transformative 
innovation.  We need external drivers to allow elements of disruptive innovation into the system.

4.6. As a result, we recommend the Right to Challenge is extended to reducing reoffending services. 
This will increase the flow of new service models into the criminal justice sphere, increase levels 
of innovation and promote integrated services across statutory silos. The Right to Challenge is 
currently being applied in local government – there is no reason why it should not also apply to 
reducing reoffending. 

4.7. NOMS should critically evaluate where recommissioning services (or aspects of larger services 
e.g. probation trusts) would deliver more effective solutions through alternative provision. In doing 
so, this must focus on the outcomes that such services deliver, not the process or outputs. There 
is significant scope for drawing commissioners and providers together using new technology, e.g. 
Idea Street or Spark, to eliminate waste, drive innovation and spread best practice. The payment by 
results pilots are an encouraging start, but to achieve the change needed, these practices need to 
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be mainstreamed as swiftly as possible.

4.8. We recommend the Right to Challenge should be extended to cover probation and 
reducing reoffending services. NOMS should also critically evaluate the services 
which might most effectively be recommissioned to deliver better outcomes and 
value for money.

4.9. In driving innovation, it is vital that providers of all sectors are able to demonstrate the value of 
their services and the outcomes they deliver. In line with Chris White’s private member’s bill and 
the CLG Best Value Guidance, this should assist commissioners in procuring the most effective 
services for the desired outcomes. The increased focus on outcomes across government is warmly 
welcomed. A greater emphasis on outcomes should also prompt providers to evaluate the efficacy 
of their services and become more focused on their strengths. To do so, however, it is important 
that providers are able to access data that ensures they are able to demonstrate their value 
objectively. This chimes with the broad government agenda of opening up public service data sets 
and increased transparency. In particular, the Police National Computer is of importance in tracking 
reoffending and, subject to the necessary security checks, this data should be made much more 
easily accessible to providers.  To provide the necessary level of data security and assurance, this 
might most effectively be delivered through training authorised users who are able to only access a 
read-only version of the PNC.

4.10. The taskforce recognises that not all providers have the capacity to demonstrate their individual 
impact effectively. Where supply chains are in operation, prime providers must be encouraged to 
see their role as maximising the demonstrable effectiveness of their overall supply chain. This has 
two implications – not only will primes need to ensure their supply chain is delivering effective  
services but they will also  need to build the capacity of their subcontractors to help them 
demonstrate their impact. Commissioning bodies must ensure prime providers see this as a central 
part of their role. This not a perfectly competitive market and should not be treated as such. 

4.11. All providers of reducing reoffending services (public, private or third sector) must 
be able to demonstrate the outcome value of the services they deliver.  Providers 
that are unwilling to demonstrate value should not expect to enter the market. 
It will be critical that capacity building support is given to smaller organisations 
to enable them to do so effectively. Providers should also be given access to 
reoffending data more readily to demonstrate their impact. 

4.12. The cost of procurement for providers is highly significant and in too many cases acts as a barrier 
to third sector delivery of services. Not only does undertaking the procurement exercise take a 
great deal of time, but rounds of procurement (ITTs, PQQs etc) are also resource intensive. Such 
long or complex application processes, can drive organisations that are unable to afford a bid 
writing team out of the market. As a result, it is critical that the procurement process for reducing 
reoffending services is greatly streamlined. However, it must be recognised that a one-size-fits-all 
approach will not work across the commissioning process. There are many different approaches 
being made to reduce the bureaucratic load of procurement across government and best practice 
needs to be mainstreamed. 
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4.13. We believe that contracts could be tendered most efficiently using a framework approach of 
pre-qualified providers. Doing so would dramatically reduce the cost for providers, speed up 
future procurement rounds, as well as helping the commissioning body map and engage with the 
provider market. The framework should be regularly updated to ensure it is fit for purpose, does 
not lock organisations out and contains the most appropriate providers for effective light-touch 
procurement.

4.14. Procurement needs significant reform as the cost for providers is still too high in 
terms of both time and money. NOMS will not be able to adopt a ‘one-size-fits-
all’ approach, but we recommend NOMS should examine the merits of procuring 
contracts using a framework approach.

4.15. When redesigning the commissioning of reducing reoffending services, it is critical that providers 
are engaged early (during service design) to ensure the most suitable services can be procured. 
There are many myths (particularly around EU procurement law) suggesting that potential 
providers should not be consulted in designing services. This is fundamentally untrue and such 
myths should be exploded. By engaging potential providers in service design, commissioners are 
able to get a more complete picture of how services can be delivered and what makes them 
effective. In doing so, it is vital that providers make commissioners aware of significant barriers to 
provision (e.g. pensions/TUPE, capital requirements etc) and that solutions can be found to level 
the playing field and ensure the most effective services can be commissioned.

4.16. Third sector delivery of reducing reoffending services is not a new concept. Organisations have 
been working in this subsector with a great deal of success for many years, particularly in dealing 
with complex or vulnerable clients. Many significant, innovative and successful pilots have taken 
place using charitable funds which, on completion, have not been mainstreamed. It is critical that the 
learning from these pilots is retained and, where appropriate, particularly successful pilots should 
be adopted within the mainstream commissioning cycle and scaled up to effect change – there is 
no need to consistently reinvent the wheel. This shift must take place alongside a greater focus on 
impact measurement, demonstration of value and drive for innovation if it is to be successful.

4.17. We recommend that commissioning reform is intelligence led to design the most 
appropriate services and ensure that they target the offenders they are intended 
for. Providers must be involved at an earlier stage in the commissioning cycle to 
help design effective services. Pilots which provide demonstrably better value for 
money than existing services should be scaled up appropriately. 

4.18. However, in reforming the commissioning system, there are two major barriers that stifle third 
sector engagement. The first is public sector pension liabilities and the second is VAT. Both need 
effective and considered reform to level the playing field if the Ministry of Justice is serious about 
increasing the third sector presence in delivering reducing reoffending services.

4.19. In taking on public services currently provided by a public service provider, third sector providers 
will need to take on some public sector employees under TUPE. This will invariably also include 
their respective pension liabilities. This creates an inequality within the market and unfairly penalises 
providers from the independent sectors. Furthermore, these liabilities are often unpredictable, 
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unclear or unknowable, creating a substantial commercial risk for providers in taking on ex-public 
sector staff. This is often a substantial obstacle to the sector in taking on new contracts as transfer 
process can be arduous and the liabilities can be very significant.

4.20. The structure of the VAT system creates a powerful distortion to a level playing field by making 
in-house, public sector bids to deliver public services appear cheaper than those of third sector 
providers. Under sections 33 and 41 of the VAT act, costs that public bodies (local authorities, PCTs 
etc) incur when providing public services are able to get the VAT they pay on those costs rebated 
by the Treasury. However, third sector organisations that provide the same kinds of services, and 
incurring the same kinds of costs, get no such rebate. The VAT they pay is irrecoverable.

4.21. This makes the costs of in-house provision appear significantly cheaper to the local public body 
commissioning services than were it provided by the third sector. This market distortion therefore 
means that service users and taxpayers do not get the full benefits of competition and plurality in 
public service provision - namely more efficient, higher quality public services. 

4.22. These systemic inequalities were recently illustrated by coverage of the guidance27 issued to in-
house public sector teams seeking to run the five market tested prisons.28 In-house bids were 
required to raise the costs of their bids by 21% (increased from 2009 guidance of 13%) to reflect 
the full costs of provision and create a level playing field with independent sector providers. It 
is encouraging to see recognition of this problem, but the issue needs system-wide redress if a 
competitive and plural market is to be achieved– not in just one competition exercise.

4.23. We recommend that:

- Government reform ‘Fair Deal’ guidance on treatment of public sector pensions 
when services are outsourced from the public sector to voluntary or private 
providers, so that staff delivering public services continue to get decent pensions 
but without public sector pensions regulations constituting such a significant 
barrier to service reform. 

- Government extends Section 33 of the VAT Act further, providing for 
irrecoverable VAT to be rebated for any not-for-profit organisation delivering 
reducing reoffending services paid for by the state.

27 http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2011/nov/13/privatise-prisons-scandal
28 http://www.justice.gov.uk/news/press-releases/moj/press-release-310311b.htm
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Chapter 5: Payment by results and delivery 
models

5.1. The taskforce welcomes the focus on outcomes and payment by results to encourage such a 
comprehensive system change. Success in a payment by results system must drive behaviour 
to working with the most complex individuals in order to reduce reoffending most effectively. 
However, if this system is poorly designed, the third sector will be unable and unwilling to engage 
with it, meaning commissioners will not benefit from the expertise within the sector. This chapter 
examines how public service delivery models and payment by results might work most effectively 
to engage the third sector. 

5.2. Recommendations in this chapter :

5.2.1. We recommend the Ministry of Justice extends the Merlin Standard and 
creates an equivalent of the DWP Arbitration Board to protect smaller 
subcontractors from poor behaviour by primes, thereby developing a balanced 
marketplace and driving up performance and supply chain management. 
MoJ should also create a code of conduct to formalise the relationship and 
expectations between it and its (prime) providers. It is vital these systems are 
tested and operational before MoJ commissions under a prime contractor 
model if they are to have adequate teeth and address the risks and potential 
inequalities that can exist in a prime contracting model.

5.2.2. For the Rehabilitation Revolution to succeed, we recommend reward should be 
linked to the social cost. Outcome payments should be stratified to incentivise 
providers to work with the hardest to help.

5.2.3. In a payment by results model, MoJ should use binary outcomes for some 
categories of offender (most notably MAPPA29) where the key outcome 
is complete desistance. For others (short sentence offenders especially), 
frequency is a more suitable metric in order to encourage providers to work 
with the hardest to help, reduce reoffending and deliver savings.

5.2.4. The Ministry of Justice should examine payment by results models designed 
primarily to incentivise and reward high performance, rather than to transfer 
risk, if the third sector is to be able to engage with the market. Payment by 
results should incentivise providers to deliver high-performing and sustainable 
outcomes whilst reducing the burden on their cashflow. Without this, third 
sector organisations will either not be involved in the market or will only be 
a peripheral element of delivery, involved in spite of, not as a result of, the 
market’s design.

29 Multi-Agency Public Protection Arrangements
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5.2.5. The Ministry of Justice should create a match fund for voluntary sector projects 
to enable innovative, small scale services to demonstrate impact and scale up. 
The Ministry should actively commit to mainstreaming the most successful 
projects.

5.3. Use of a prime contractor model is expected to increase over coming years in offender 
rehabilitation. Details of delivery models outlined in ‘Breaking the Cycle’ included: “This provider, or 
consortia of providers, [of community sentences] may choose to sub-contract some services to 
other partners.”30 and “In the interim we could require main contractors [of prison and probation 
services] to involve small, local organisations to ensure an integrated approach at local level. This 
model will be developed over the next two years.”31

5.4. The prime contractor model is an attractive proposition for commissioners. Not only does it 
reduce the number of contracts they need to manage, it is also designed to leverage in private 
capital and therefore soften the payment-by-results profile for subcontractors. The rationale being 
that, as larger organisations, they are theoretically more able to access finance and can assist their 
supply chains in bridging the finance gap.32 Prime contracting models are already in place for SFA 
and DWP’s Work Programme contracts, with several other departments evaluating them as 
potential models for future service delivery. 

5.5. However, evidence across public services has suggested a mixed experience of prime contractor 
conduct and the nature of their relationships with their subcontractors. Research on Pathways to 
Work contracts found significant barriers to engagement and dissatisfaction in the subcontractor 
community on prime contractor actions.33 PwC’s research on welfare to work provision in New 
York State found there to be potential for some prime providers to push smaller providers out of 
the market or squeeze their capacity.34 Furthermore, findings from ACEVO’s survey of third sector 
Work Programme providers35 indicated third sector subcontractors were still bearing significant 
levels of risk as only 18% of respondents believed their prime provider had offered a more 
favourable payment profile to that which they receive from DWP.

5.6. Poor supply chain management risks creating a less healthy provider market from which 
commissioners and service users can choose. A less vibrant market generates suboptimal value for 
money for taxpayers and poorer outcomes for service users.

5.7. In response to these dangers, DWP have introduced a code of conduct, the Merlin Standard on 
subcontracting against which prime contractors are assessed (and face penalties if they fail) and an 
arbitration service.

5.8. It is critical that commissioners can ensure good supply chain management by primes to derive 
the best outcomes for service users. The DWP Merlin Standard36 offers a good start at describing 
positive supply chain relationships. However, on its own it is not a tool to drive up market 

30 Ministry of Justice, 2010, Breaking the Cycle: Effective Punishment, Rehabilitation and Sentencing of Offenders, para 132
31 Ministry of Justice, 2010, Breaking the Cycle: Effective Punishment, Rehabilitation and Sentencing of Offenders, para 164
32 The timing difference between a provider’s outgoings (i.e. cost of provision) and when they receive the revenue for achieving an 

outcome – usually some months afterwards
33 See, for example, NAO, November 2010, The Pathways to Work Prime Contractor Delivery Model
34 Welfare to work in the United States: New York’s experience of the prime provider model
35 Available at http://www.acevo.org.uk/document.doc?id=1730
36 www.merlinstandard.co.uk/
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performance, rather one with which to hold primes to account for contractual obligations. MoJ 
should examine more proactive methods to drive up best practice and efficacy of outcomes. 
For maximum effect in managing supply chains, Merlin should be introduced in conjunction with 
(reasonable) minimum performance levels for delivering reducing reoffending outcomes to ensure 
a continual drive for value for money.

5.9. It is important that the Ministry and commissioners have the confidence to recognise their 
position at the head of the supply chain if they are to create a stable market. MoJ’s and NOMS’ 
behaviour, conduct and engagement directly impacts on the operation of the primes (and therefore 
subcontractors) underneath it. It is vital to have clarity on the conduct that MoJ expects from 
primes (both upwards to commissioners and downwards to subcontractors). It is also vital to make 
clear any necessary action, recompense or redress towards providers were there a need for MoJ 
or the commissioner to change the nature, rules or expectations in the market (e.g. commissioning 
delays, system failure). 

5.10. If the Ministry of Justice intends for the risk sharing nature of payment by results to bring in 
external capital as well as to incentivise providers, then it is critical they can commit to robust and 
appropriate payment and referral schedules. This provides some degree of certainty for investors. 
If there is too much risk or uncertainty in the market, this will act as a disincentive for external 
investment in reducing reoffending services. Payment by results should offer the potential to make a 
significant return on investment if costed appropriately (i.e. the difference between cost of provision 
and cost of failure [price]), which logically should allow providers to access significant quantities of 
private sector investment. However, the statutory sector does not sit outside of the supply chain, 
and it is critical that the statutory sector recognises and rises to its responsibilities in order for the 
rest of the supply chain to function effectively.  This should extend to the procurement process, with 
organisations able to receive compensation for costs incurred during procurement processes which 
are then not followed through. This fosters a more mature relationship between commissioner and 
provider, based on respect rather than a power differential. 

5.11. We recommend the Ministry of Justice extends the Merlin Standard and creates 
an equivalent of the DWP Arbitration Board to protect smaller subcontractors 
from poor behaviour by primes, thereby developing a balanced marketplace and 
driving up performance and supply chain management. MoJ should also create a 
code of conduct to formalise the relationship and expectations between it and its 
(prime) providers. It is vital these systems are tested and operational before MoJ 
commissions under a prime contractor model if they are to have adequate teeth 
and address the risks and potential inequalities that can exist in a prime contracting 
model.

5.12. Payment by results can broadly be split into two distinct models – simple payment by results 
(where providers get a flat outcome fee for achieving a result) and stratified payment by results, 
where providers get differentiated payments dependent on how challenging (and therefore 
expensive) a client is to achieve a result with. It is critical to have appropriate funding levels in 
order to incentivise work with the hardest to reach offenders. Higher tariffs should therefore be 
attributed to more complex clients. 
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5.13. This was noted in the Conservative Policy Paper 4 (Prisons With A Purpose), released prior to the 
2010 General Election, “A basic tariff will be set to reflect the amount of money currently spent to 
secure and rehabilitate a prisoner with a particular re-offending profile. Prisoners who are harder 
to help or more likely to re-offend would attract a higher payment.”37

5.14. A stratified payment by results approach has been implemented by DWP in the Work Programme. 
However, there is a significant difference between the commissioning spheres of MoJ and DWP 
and where the Work Programme model and initial conclusions cannot be directly transferred. As 
the direct cost to society (and the taxpayer) is relatively stable for welfare claimants (i.e. they claim 
at predetermined rates), there is no significant financial incentive for DWP to keep the hardest 
to help cohort within the most lucrative price bracket. However, society directly gains more for 
getting the hardest to reach offenders to desist (i.e. the cost to society is much more from more 
complex offenders than less complex ones) in both a binary and a frequency sense. It is critical that 
the Rehabilitation Revolution incentivises providers to work with the hardest to reach and most 
complex offenders if it is to succeed and significantly reduce reoffending. As discussed above, if a 
prime provider model is in operation, it will be vital to ensure an appropriate representation of this 
differential reaches the front-line providers to incentivise work with harder to reach, and not be 
retained as profit by a prime.

5.15. For the Rehabilitation Revolution to succeed, we recommend reward should be 
linked to the social cost. Outcome payments should be stratified to incentivise 
providers to work with the hardest to help.

5.16. Funding binary outcomes (i.e. an ex-offender either reoffends or does not) is aesthetically very 
attractive from a commissioner and taxpayer accountability perspective. However without a 
suitable triage system and an appropriately funded, stratified payment model there is a strong 
likelihood that this will result in parking and creaming of clients. This occurs when providers only 
target the easiest clients (as they trigger a payment comparatively quickly and cheaply) and ignore 
the harder to help who are more expensive or less certain to trigger payment. This will not deliver 
the step change to deliver either the reduction in reoffending or the cashable savings that are 
required.

5.17. As a result, it is critical to have a more nuanced approach to defining outcomes. There are 
undoubtedly some categories of offender where a binary outcome measure is vital (notably 
MAPPA offenders). However,  frequency is often a more appropriate metric for success - 
particularly for short sentence offenders who are high-frequency, low-impact in habit. Reducing 
frequency is not only of significant benefit to society, but also reduces churn through the prison 
system and help creates greater stability within offenders’ lives, promoting greater potential for 
rehabilitation. 

5.18. In a payment by results model, MoJ should use binary outcomes for some categories 
of offender (most notably MAPPA) where the key outcome is complete desistance. 
For others (short sentence offenders especially), frequency is a more suitable 
metric in order to encourage providers to work with the hardest to help, reduce 
reoffending and deliver savings.

37 http://m.conservatives.com/~/media/Files/Green%20Papers/Prisons_Policy_Paper.ashx?dl=true
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5.19. A key barrier to engaging the sector in a payment by results market is the design of the payment 
profile. Obvious tensions exist between providers, who would prefer all remuneration up front to 
finance costs of provision and ensure commercial certainty, and commissioners who, for entirely 
logical reasons, would prefer to pay for success at a later date. In a simple payment by results 
model, the provider triggers payment when a specific outcome is achieved. This will only take 
place after the provider has incurred the cost of delivery, which can cause significant difficulty for 
organisations with no/little capital available to bridge this financing gap. Whilst this is not a problem 
unique to the third sector, it happens to be particularly prevalent, with one third of charities having 
no reserves.38 

5.20. Furthermore, legal structures and restrictions on charities mean it is comparatively difficult to 
increase levels of capital in the sector. Lending to SMEs remains low, and traditional sources of 
finance remain even less likely to lend to third sector organisations due to misconceptions over lack 
of profit, size and security. The social investment market could be promising, but is still in its nascent 
years. The Big Society Bank will go some way in addressing this, but it is not operational as yet and 
will only fund intermediaries. It therefore seems likely that significant attempts to capital front line 
third sector organisations will remain few and far between for the short-medium term future.

5.21. The third sector will not and cannot participate in a market with a highly back-loaded funding 
model. The sector currently has neither the reserves nor the access to finance to sustain such a 
scheme. As the expertise of the third sector will be vital in making the Rehabilitation Revolution a 
success, this is a critical problem to resolve. The significance of this issue cannot be overestimated if 
MoJ are serious about a plural and competitive market in reducing reoffending which draws on the 
strengths of all sectors.

5.22. There are a number of ways to soften the payment profile. For example, the Work Programme 
model pays a small amount upfront as an attachment fee (when the provider receives the client), 
followed by a success fee (when the client starts a job) and then more significant outcome 
payments for sustaining the client in work. An alternative model is to set a menu of criteria which 
determine or correlate with increased probability of achieving the outcome (e.g. for reducing 
reoffending services, getting people off of drugs, skilled, into work, into stable accommodation etc) 
and the provider receiving a payment for each rung that they achieve, with a success fee at the end. 

5.23. If payment by results is to incentivise external investment into third sector providers, the model 
used needs further consideration to ensure a fair balance between risk and reward for providers 
and commissioners.  A more nuanced model must maintain the basic payment by results premises 
of accountability and performance, but could operate more subtlely whilst sharing risk more equally. 

5.24. In a more nuanced system, reward and performance might best be incentivised based on 
apportioning payments over the life of a contract. Based on the premise that the first three months 
of working with offenders are the most critical in ensuring they do not reoffend, a payment profile 
could work as follows for the third sector:

5.25. Over the first three months of a contract, the provider would receive 60% of the total unit price 
of provision (thereby easing the working capital requirements, but still not investing significant sums 

38 http://www.ncvo-vol.org.uk/documents/press-releases/one-third-charities-have-no-reserves
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into providers as the risk of reoffending still remains high) for achieving the negotiated results with 
the cohort they are working with. Over the following six months, if achieving the desired results, the 
provider would then be able to claim a greater proportion of the price back. For the remainder of 
the contract, providing targets have been met, the provider should be paid purely by results, receiving 
a margin to reinvest into the organisation and its services. This model has the potential to work for 
a number of reasons, most notably as it helps providers meet the costs of delivery (diminishing over 
time) whilst requiring them to succeed if they are not to go bust. Furthermore, risk to the taxpayer is 
lowered as profit can only be made when the probability of reoffending is low, costs of provision are 
lower and significant benefit has accrued to society.

5.26. The Ministry of Justice should examine payment by results models designed primarily 
to incentivise and reward high performance, rather than to transfer risk, if the third 
sector is to be able to engage with the market. Payment by results should incentivise 
providers to deliver high-performing and sustainable outcomes whilst reducing the 
burden on their cashflow. Without this, third sector organisations will either not be 
involved in the market or will only be a peripheral element of delivery, involved in 
spite of, not as a result of, the market’s design.

5.27. A well-designed payment by results model should mean that the best providers prosper. But investors 
and prime contractors will want to put their money into organisations who they can be confident 
will deliver, and particularly in the early stages of this system, some organisations (particularly small 
voluntary organisations) will not have the capacity to demonstrate to investors the beneficial impact 
of their work – even though it may be considerable. The danger is that the most innovative, high 
quality services in the criminal justice system will be too small-scale, or too poorly evidenced, to 
attract investment.    

5.28. The second chapter of this report identified roughly £40-70m of savings. We recommend that 
the Ministry of Justice reinvests just over half of this into a £25 million fund to fund third sector 
organisations to develop a bank of proven (and therefore investment-ready), innovative services to 
tackle reoffending. This could be a match fund (maybe with a social lender or a group of foundations) 
which would enable a far greater pot to be created for innovative projects. An awards board should 
be made up of representatives from the Ministry, the third sector and the Cabinet Office to link in to 
other public service priorities.

5.29. A portion of this fund should be set aside for thorough evaluation of projects in order to enable 
objective review of the projects. This will enable organisations to demonstrate to prime contractors 
and investors - in a world of payment by results - that their services can achieve results and are a 
sound proposition for investment.

5.30. The Ministry should also commit to bringing the most successful projects into the mainstream 
commissioning environment to scale them up. 

5.31. This fund would fulfil a crucial role in the start-up phase of a payment-by-results system, ensuring that 
the green shoots of innovation in the criminal justice system are investment-ready, rather than swept 
away, by the time payment-by-results is up and running.
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5.32. The Ministry of Justice should create a match fund for voluntary sector projects 
to enable innovative, small scale services to demonstrate impact and scale up. The 
Ministry should actively commit to mainstreaming the most successful projects.
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Appendix 1: Taskforce members
Rob Owen (Chair) St Giles Trust  CEO
Paul Jenkins  Rethink   Chief Executive
Clare Jones  WomenCentre  Joint Chief Executive
Ginny Lunn  Prince’s Trust  Director of Policy and Development 
Clive Martin  Clinks   Director
Andrea McCubbin Blue Sky Development Development Director
Paul McDowell  Nacro   CEO
Joyce Moseley  Catch22  Chief Executive (replaced by Chris Wright)
Steve Rawlins  Time For Families Regional Manager



ACEVO is the professional body for third sector chief executives. 
We connect, develop, support and represent our members, to increase 
the sector’s impact and efficiency.

We promote a modern, enterprising third sector, and call upon 
organisations to be:

• Professional and passionate in achieving change and delivering 
results

• Well-led, with a commitment to professional development, training 
and diversity

• Well-governed and accountable, with robust and fit-for-purpose 
systems to protect independence and enable effective decision-making

• Enterprising and innovative, taking an entrepreneurial approach to 
funding issues and striving for continuous improvement and sustainable 
development.

For more information, visit www.acevo.org.uk


